Heraldic Will – release specific items only

I, [_________ Legal name _________], known in the Society for Creative Anachronism, Incorporated (SCA) as [_________ Society name _________], upon my death wish to release the following names and/or armory registered to me in the SCA:

"[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________],
[_________ Name or Blazon of _________ registered armory _________]

Date:

Signature: